CCW Library News
So before you pop off to the High Street for your summer shopping, what’s on the list? Sun
screen, travel shampoo, and obviously, a good book. Choosing is not as easy as it seems so
we’re here to help. Which book is flying from the shelves? What comes highly
recommended? What to do on a staycation?
Kent Libraries Summer Reading Challenge launches Animal Agents’ with some great activities in
Whitstable and Swalecliff Libraries. Browse the web site to find out more
https://summerreadingchallenge.org.uk

The English department’s top reads:Harry Potter and the Cursed Child or time
travel back 20 years ago to read The Philosopher’s Stone for the first time!
Mrs Davies recommends Tom Gates, The World of Norm, David Walliams collection or
Fuzzy Mud.

Here are some recommendations from our pupils:

Or newly released books:

Lauren has always known she was adopted
but when a little research turns up the
possibility that she was snatched from an
American family

Hanneke likes to think of her illegal work as a
small act of rebellion. But one day Hanneke gets a
very unusual request. One of her regular
customers asks her to find a girl. A girl who has
disappeared from the secret room in her house.

Raphael lives on a dumpsite, eking out a living
sifting through rubbish. One unlucky-lucky
day, he makes an extraordinary and deadly
discovery.

Four friends meet up at their old school to
open the memory box they stowed there
years ago - with five letters inside for four of
them because their friend Millie has died….

MESSAGE: THIS IS THE SYSTEM OPERATOR. WHO IS
USING THIS ACCOUNT? PLEASE IDENTIFY
YOURSELF . . . When Vicky's father is arrested, accused
of stealing over a million pounds

'Wondering if Into the Water could be as good as
The Girl on the Train? It's better. A triumph

He didn't know exactly what he was expecting on
the other side of the door. But it wasn't this. The
sickness struck everyone over fourteen.

Struggling to deal with her mother's
abandonment and a past she refuses to
confront, Stevie knows she has problems.

Don’t forget our competition
RADICAL READING
We look forward to seeing the selfies you take while you read!

